
 

 

 

SUMMER VACATION HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2022-2023) 

CLASS: V 

 

1) ENGLISH LANGUAGE: Write a short composition of 100 words on the following topics: 

          i. My first day at school after corona.     

          ii. What mother does every morning.     

          iii. If you were allowed to purchase three of your favourite things 

               described what things you would choose to buy.   

          iv. You have recently celebrated your birthday write how you  

                          celebrated it.        

                     v. If I were a bird. 

 

2) MATHEMATICS:   *Learn tables from 2 to 20.        

                    *Practice these sums in your EPC.       

              Word problems:-         

  i. Danish bought a car for Rs 8,75,45 a computer for rs 1,80875 and bus for rs 98,95,987. How 

     much his pant in all?          

             ii. A company spends rs 1,35,500 for repairing of the building, rs 9,75,600 for painting work, 

      Rs 7,54,675 furniture and rs 75,840 for other expenses .What is the total expense of the 

      company?            

            iii. A shoe factory sold 35,34,950 pair of shoes in 2005, 45,749 pairs of shoes in 2006 and             

                 12,34,375 pairs of shoes in 2007 how many pairs of shoes the factory sold in these three        

                 years all together?           

            iv. The number which is 1,54,740 less than 3,76,985.      

             v. How much is 7,56,975 more than 5,98,895?       

            vi. The total population of a city is 5,15,80,800 . If 3,86,95,625 are men, how many are women? 

 

3) Find the difference of the following number and write in words. 

 

         



 

 

 

 

 

4)  Fill in the boxes with the correct sign i.e <,>or  = 

 

           
 

5)  SCIENCE:  Find the name and the various projects the government of India has started to prevent     

                         deficiency diseases in school children. 

 

6)  SOCIAL STUDIES (PROJECT WORK):  Collect fallen leaves from 5 different trees .Put them in 

a thick ook to dry them. Then paste them on 5 different A4 sheets and the name the trees they belong to. 

 

7) HINDI:  

                  


